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"LIFE BY ITSELF IS STRUGGLE" 

 

 

To name our reflection this month we take the words spoken 
by the angel Rafael ("Life by itself is struggle"), reflecting on our 
existence on this earth and showing that our life is a continuous 
struggle; may here or there be softened  by various circumstances, 
but it is and will always be a struggle. 

Jesus Himself, when besieged by people who wished to be His 
disciples, warned each one of them, encouraging them to connect 
with Him as Savior and Protector, for only He would give them 
(will give)  eternal blessing. But he also warned them that for this 
reason they would have greater struggles than the rest of the 
creatures who live in the world without the concern of knowing the 
mysteries of the kingdom of the Heavens or kingdom of God. Jesus 
said: "I have told you these things, so that in me you may have 
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peace; in the world ye shall have afflictions, but be of good cheer; I 
have overcome the world." [1] 

The approach of man to Jesus unleashes a series of spiritual 
struggles, and if it were not for the Lord himself to warn us and to 
advise patience and perseverance, his followers would be even less; 
so as it is said: "The law and the prophets lasted until John; from 
henceforth the kingdom of God is proclaimed, and every man 
employs strength to enter into it." [2] 

However, from the moment that each one of us persists in 
resisting all demons - which are nothing more than natural and 
sinful tendencies existing in each of us and which have to be 
overcome by the spirit of man strengthened by the bond to Jesus 
through the Holy Spirit - everything becomes easy. It is the Scripture 
that gives us this guarantee of victory: “Submit yourselves therefore 

to God, resist the devil, and he will flee from you." [3] 
We may argue that not all creatures have the vocation or even 

the desire for spiritual things and that this calling is the privilege of 
some who have more spiritual strength - "faith is not of all" [4] - but 
God in the message  of the dictation of  this number, shows that all 
men can come to Him and that anyone has the spiritual ability and 
strength to seek Him; it is only up to each one to make the right 
choice: "The difference is in the way that they want to do, that is, 

every man who borns and  descends  to  this planet, has  in  its 
essence and genesis all the potential to spiritualize himself  in 
totality; you just want to. " 

Let us want to experience in sincerity, that our Father will not 
defraud anyone and will naturally help us in the task. 

Jesus Christ called Himself of Master and said that He opened 
us the way straight and correct into eternity.  

The affirmations are so many, and we found excusable not to 
quote them.  

So that our Salvation be a reality, did cost a great deal of 
struggle and effort to Jesus himself, who being God humanized 
himself, restraining himself in a human body. The Lord showed us 
how He was able to overcome the many temptations throughout His 
life preparation that lasted as we know, thirty years before the 
beginning of His ministry: "How could Jesus, the supreme Being, 

unique and eternal, grow before God and of men in wisdom and 
grace?  Precisely before men, being He infinitely perfect from 
eternities?  In order to understand this fact, it is necessary to 
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consider Jesus not as an isolated Deity, but as a man in whom the 
eternal Godhead has been incarcerated, as if  inactive, in the same 
way that the spirit of the whole creature is enclosed on body. What 
all man has to perform within the divine Order in order to free his 
spirit, the Man Jesus also had to realize, to release within 
Himself  the divine nature and to unite with it. All creature has to 
feed certain weaknesses, to some extent the handcuffs of the spirit, 
by which he is bandaged up like in a dome. The handcuffs can only 
be broken when the soul amalgamated to the flesh has been 
strengthened through the just renunciation of itself, to the point of 
arresting the freed spirit. Here's the motif  why  man can only know 
his weaknesses through various temptations, in what way his spirit 
finds himself  imprisoned. When the creature renounces psychically 
in such points, she releases the handcuffs of the spirit, fortifying the 
soul (...) The release of one handcuff after another consists in the 
increasing of the soul in spiritual strength, that is, Wisdom and 
Grace. (...) This was happening in the creature,  it had to happen 
also with the God-Man, Jesus. His soul was like unto every human 
soul, and bound to much more weaknesses, for the mighty Spirit of 
God had to handcuff himself with very strong loops, to be contained 
in His soul. In this way also the soul of  Jesus had to go through the 
greatest temptations, through renunciation, in order to loosen the 
bonds of His divine spirit, fortifying Himself to the infinite 
deliverance of the Spirit from all spirits, becoming one with Him ." 
[5] 

This month, Easter is celebrated once again in the Christian 
world, pointing to the great liberation of man through the Sacrifice 
of Jesus. Like the lamb that was slain by the Jews to get out of Egypt, 
which had enslaved them for about four hundred years (Exodus 12: 
1-14), the Lord Jesus also delivered us from the world and from sin, 
bringing us eternal life. But let us never forget that behind the 
commemoration, there is much struggle and suffering on the part of 
the Lord. As Isaiah prophesied, He was the lamb that let Himself be 
slain without opening His mouth in a single complaint. (Isaiah 5:7). 

Mercifully, our Father did wish to reveal in some detail what 
happened to His Son Jesus when He was judged and sentenced to 
death by crucifixion. 

A brother of our community, last February, had a dream in 
which he suffered greatly, seeing everything that happened to our 
Savior. 
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We think it’s good to share with the brothers and readers of 
our bulletin this dream, so as not to trivialize this act so sad and at 
the same time so sublime.   

An Easter with Jesus. 
Fraternally in Christ. 

Pastor Egídio Silva 
 

 
              [1] John 16:33 [2] Luke 16:16 [3] James 4:7 [4] II 
             Thessalonians 3: 2 [5] The Childhood of Jesus - cap.298. 

 
 
 

*** 
 
 

"MESSAGES FROM THE FATHER" 

 

"In the early days, the soul was rebellious and hard, but after 
all these years of reflection and evolution the soul became more 
educated by Love. It is true that there are very rude and primary 
beings whose intelligence is limited and whose action is reflected in 
sudden movements, even hard in their essence. These most basic men 
in their genesis are beings whose soul reveals itself harder, but not 
less spiritual. The difference lies in the way they have to do. 

Then we have the highest beings in terms of breadth of 
knowing and feeling. Men more predisposed to things above and 
with more potential to assimilate them, but even so they are not 
more spiritual. The difference is in the way they want to do, that is, 
every man who is born and descends on this planet has in its 
essence and genesis all the potential to spiritualize in totality;  just 
you  want to. However, there are easier paths and tougher paths, 
depending on the nature of one's will. 

The soul moves more towards the spirit or more towards the 
body depending on several factors. 

First, the influence of education. The preparation that the 
parents and environment granted to a soul. All seed of character 
and faith is put into being at this age, until the age of 12. Then it 
will sprout and germinate according to the terrain and surrounding 
conditions. 
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There is, however, the reinforcement, the strength that is I, 
present in every son who seeks Me and calls Me. Where there is 
prayer, or heart that shelters Me, sooner or later Light will have in 
himself. 

From the age of 12 to 30, the course is usually about body and 
matter. It is the time of the greatest sin in ignorance, a sin of 
knowledge and exploitation of the world and the self. From then on, 
after the experiences, sin takes on a larger dimension, less innocent, 
because it already derives from the will and not from the influence 
of the world, of matter in us. 

It is from here that the body itself begins to suffer at one and 
the same time from sin itself, fulfilling in itself its self-atonement. 

Everything has a way of purification in the children who are 
called to Me and who want to feel Me, if only for a mere illusion far 
from comfort. 

To me a noble thought and love in the chest is enough to feel a 
child of Mine already. 

All children are different in themselves, from the origin, to 
their walk; but all will come to Me in their own time. 

That’s why I will continue to speak and I will always dwell 
with you, magnifying My Love in you and for you. 

My blessing upon you. Amen." 

 
 
 

*** 

 

 
REVELATION ON CRUCIFIXION  

 

"In a dream, I have in my hand the Bible and with it I follow a 
scene that portrays the period from Jesus' imprisonment until His 
death. 

I watch and live the various stages of the script, which is the 
Bible: the prosecution, the sentence, followed by the application of 
punishment and then the crucifixion. 

I see the arrest of Jesus that happened during the night, not to 
be witnessed and thus not to cause riots among the people. 

They falsely accused Jesus, saying that he had stolen the 
sacred books from the temple, which were venerated as God's, 
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knowing that such an accusation would lead the offender to capital 
punishment. 

Judas did not know that they would falsely accuse Jesus. It 
was his job to bring the accusers to arrest the Lord, and for this he 
only had to identify Him and indicate where He was.  

When Judas learned of what they accused the Lord, he felt 
remorse and knowing the end that the Master would suffer, went 
mad and committed suicide. 

The accusation was not only false, it was also declared 
unilaterally; there was only the accusatory part, and this juridical 
hypocrisy was taken in sinuously to the Roman governor, Pilate, as 
well as to Rome. 

Pontius Pilate marvels at Jesus and, knowing of the warning of 
his wife's dream, tries to persuade the Jewish clergy and the Israelite 
people of His innocence. 

However he does not obtain the liberation of Jesus, neither 
using his position as governor and judge, nor his social position. 

The people feared the religious, and Pilate feared them too; 
Pilate was unaware of all the lies forged in this process of false 
accusation, for the pharisees always hid behind their wiles to 
circumvent the Roman laws. 

The sentence was quick and execution would have to be as 
well. 

Everything in this movie-like scene had to be done quickly, so 
that those who were watching had no time to reflect. 

The punishment for robbery, according to the law, was to be 
flogged and stoned; but having the aggravating factor of rebellion or 
tumult against the Roman state, then the penalty would be the 
crucifixion. 

Then, in the public square (in the court yard) I began to live 
the scenes as a participant / assistant; everything was terribly real. 

I see in the executioner's hand a bundle of ropes with spheres 
at the ends, and in these spheres were embedded wire spikes. The 
strings of this scourge were approximately 60 centimeters and as a 
whole were 8 strings. 

I was terrified because I thought the next one to be flogged 
would be me, so real that it was my presence in that terrible place. 

At this point I grabbed the Bible and began to write all the 
verses that spoke of the physical suffering of Jesus as "Mute Lamb" 
and how He would be treated. 
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I saw one of the lashes on Jesus' face tearing out His beard, 
along with the lower jaw; His face was bleeding, His eyes seemed 
very large, and His ribs were visible in fleshless flesh. As the lashes 
were applied, I wrote the verses... 

It was a moving and scary scene. 
The atmosphere was heavy, there was no sound of 

conversation, everything was a silence of admiration that 
subjugated the minds of the people who came and participated in 
this horrible scene. 

It seemed to me that I was watching a movie, at the same time 
that I felt everything terribly real; so real was my presence in that 
place that I smelled the blood and sweaty flesh that enveloped all 
that space and I felt myself faint. 

After the flogging, a cloak was placed on Jesus' back to cover 
his martyred body; when they put this robe upon the Lord, he clung 
to the blood that flowed from His back and I began to cry; I could 
not contain myself anymore. 

In the midst of this martyrdom, Jesus showed no suffering, but 
had in His gaze an expression of piety and conveyed the feeling of "I 

love you", "Live you", "Runs and runs away". In His gaze He was 
giving us a second chance of life ("For this I came."). 

They did put a robe and a crown of thorns on Him; at that 
moment the Lord began to tremble. 

On His shoulders they placed a thick wooden beam, fastened 
on His arms by two ropes, rolled from the armpits to the elbows. 

Jesus would have to carry that beam to the place of execution 
that was about 600 meters away. 

In that place was placed a post, buried in the ground, about 4 
meters high and at the top was a ring through which two strings 
passed. 

When Jesus arrive there, they threw Him to the ground, bound 
with arms on the beam, and nailed His hands on it, using great nails 
of iron. 

Everything was done with much violence, much suffering and 
pain. 

Using the ropes that came out of the post's hoop, they hoisted 
Jesus; fell the robe that was glued to His shoulders by the blood, 
plucking His wounded flesh and uncovering His bones. 

When the cloak fell, I felt as if it had fallen from my own body. 
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I could not keep holding the Bible in my hands anymore, and 
the weeping was drowning me. I did not want to accept what I was 
living. 

Jesus, nailed to that beam, was hoisted about a foot from the 
hoop hanging from the pole; reaching the beam that the 
executioners wanted, they tied it to the pole, forming a cross. 
Climbing up a ladder, they gathered the Lord's legs that hung from 
His body and pierced His feet with iron nails - a moment of great 
suffering and pain. 

I wanted to faint, but I could not. 
The smell in that place was nauseating, like a slaughterhouse, 

full of all kinds of excrement, flesh, urine, dirty and bloody clothes, 
torn footwear; everything there smelled the death. 

The face of Jesus was unrecognizable, His body seemed 
incomplete, and His eyes were as if they no longer existed; they had 
mutilated the whole body of the Lord. 

All this happened in the early hours of the day, not to disturb 
the population, but they could not hide from the people what they 
were doing. 

The disciples, on their way to Emmaus, commented: "Are you 
the only one, who does not know what happened these days in 
Jerusalem, about Jesus, honest man and Son of the Most High, who 
was persecuted, imprisoned, tried, sentenced and executed by the 
priests? 

"Then I woke up. " 
 

 

*** 
 
 

TEXTS FROM THE GREAT GOSPEL OF JOHN 
  

 
THE KILLING OF ANIMALS 

Before sunrise, I was with some apostles at the open air, including 

Raphael.  The others and the Romans do not delay to appear. We went at 
water's edge watching the waves, and the disciples washed their hands and 
feet. Anxious, the Romans address to Me to ask questions. However, I tell 
them: "The day still has ten whole hours, during which time there will be 
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time to answer many questions; now let us appreciate calmly the 
morning."  

Conformed, they also wash to refresh the eyes which by the wake 
needed comfort. After an hour of leisure, we went to a small plateau that 
provided a good view towards the West. On the margin well covered with 
reeds, some water birds were looking for food in the water. 

Without restrain curiosity, the Roman addresses Rafael: "I am fully 
satisfied with the wonderful organization of our planet regarding to its 
form and flora; I do not agree as far as the irrational ones  is  concerned in 
their conditions of life and activity. All the vegetables are nourished by the 
terrestrial soil, by the water and the heat of the Sun; only the animals and 
men are forced to hunt others to feed on their flesh. 

Such fact turns the heart and soul of the creature brutal, which I did 
observe in Rome on the occasion of bullfights and other fights with beasts 
inside of specially constructed cages; such fights are held in Rome and 
many other cities to awaken in men a warlike tendency full of courage and 
intrepidity.  From whom men would have learned the savagery of war in 
which one does not find a trace of love to God and neighbor? 

See this water. What the little fish have done to be devoured by the 
thousands for these ravenous birds? Could not all species of animals feed 
on vegetables as do the homemade animals? Must beasts seek food among 
the peaceful herds, thus inciting men to savage fights by means of cruelties 
permitted by the Omnipotence of God? 

It was the man forced to invent artistic weapons to be able to fight 
the wild beasts. By this he learned to fight, to kill and to win; would he 
therefore gain something for the ennoblement of his heart and soul? I have 
very much thought about this subject, without receiving a solution to this 
true enigma. I always said: The wise gods know why they allow it. Thou art 
wise and powerful by the Spirit of God in Thee; give me the right 
clarification on such important problem. " 

 

THE PURPOSE OF FIGHTING IN NATURE 

 

Rafael says: "You addressed a very important question and could 
give you a good answer; for the time being you have not penetrated enough 
into the realm of pure spirit and would not be able to assimilate the full 
truth. I assure you that the disciples of the Lord are fully guided in this 
matter, as are many others, Jews and pagans, and you too will be led to a 
clearer understanding. Even today you will have the opportunity to praise 
the Lord's love and wisdom, also in this problem. 
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You may believe that He has rightly directed Himself to this hill so 
that, during the observation of the voracity of the birds, there would be 
reflections within you as to the Love, Goodness and Wisdom of a truly 
divine being. Life alone is struggle. Who could, as a good and blessed 
man, share the sublime and free life of the spirit without having to fight for 
it with all rigor? And how should man had learn how to fight, but with the 
dangers that surrounds him on all sides? They were given and allowed by 
God to this Earth; so that the man recognizes them and faces them until 
conquer them. After breakfast we will continue. " 

At the end of the second meal, we returned to the open air, climbing 
another higher hill, from which not only one catch sight of the cove of 
Genezareth, but also a large part of the Sea of Galilee. At this top, the 
Romans had a kind of fortress which allowed to see everything in the 
vicinity.  

The Roman guard placed there, would not admit visitors, unless 
accompanied by the captain and his helpers. 

There are several camps and benches readily available to us by the 
captain. We all settled in and watched the scenes in the sea and in the cove. 
Suddenly, he sees a large condor coming from the hills towards the beach, 
so he says: "Behold, they approach as always at this hour, some unwelcome 
guests in search of a large lunch. Waterfowl do not cease of being prey that 
feed from fish and worms; however, its appearance is not as shocking as a 
condor. Which arrow is thrown from above on the prey, holds it in the 
claws and then shatters its victim. " 

 When he finishes speaking, the condor rushes into the reeds at sea-
side, where catches up a wild goose saturated with fish. The cries of the bird 
trapped are spectacular. Do not delay, other condors imitate the first, 
causing the Roman to revolt; therefore he addresses himself to Me: "Lord 
and Master, did you not see or didn't want to prevent the voracious 
condors from seizing the peaceful birds in a revolting way?  Should such 
horrendous scenes calm down the human heart and incite it to mercy? 

I prefer to accept the principle of a sage from Greece I heard a few 
years ago in Alexandria: The Earth is a nest of vultures and a valley of 
suffering for the good man. All that he sees is exacerbated by the eternal 
curse of the gods. How could the constantly martyred man lead high life 
and honor the slanderous gods? Therefore, he shall imitate the beasts and 
take revenge on the neighbour. Let him try to become ruler to rule the short 
life, to the detriment of the gods. 

Lord and Master, far from me wanting to affirm that the sage 
expressed a thesis on the benefit of men, for I have found with You another 
axiom for which I will live. But tell Yourself if the natural man could come 
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to other principles, through his daily experiences. Let's look at countries 
that are abundant in beasts; men, in order not to be devoured, are 
compelled to hunt them down. What are their own character?  Similar to 
ferocious animals! 

We will observe, by comparison, the Armenians. In their country, a 
wise king had ordered to exterminate all the fierce animals, sparing no 
hawks and condors; the people kept homemade and useful animals, the crop 
being their main occupation. What sweet and peaceful people! To whom do 
they owe his gentle and good nature? To the wise king who knew how to 
cleanse his territory from the fierce beasts. To You, Lord and Master, it 
would be much easier to heal the whole orbe, and men not needing to fight 
against the beasts, with some teaching, would soon resemble the 
Armenians. " 

 

THE VARIABILITY OF ORBE'S CREATION 

 

I say: "My friend, within worldly reasoning you are right; regarding 
the relations of soul and spirit, entirely unknown to you now, you would 
demand something of Me, contrary to the Order on this Earth. On a planet, 
in which creatures have the purpose of becoming children of God, by soul 
and spirit, everything has to be as it is. Vision and reasoning perceive only 
judgment, persecution, theft, murder, death, decay, and perishing. But it 
does not happen, being very different from what you think. 

First, it is the inevitable leisure accompanying the judgment of the 
physical to the soul more and more awakened, by what  will  can only 
achieve the full likeness of the Spirit of God within it; is really its greatest 
enemy, and the warmer the countries sought by men, the more they are 
threatened by this important adversary. 

If there were no harmful animals in these countries and subsistence 
was not indispensable, man would not bother with the education of the 
spiritual forces. Soon it would resemble a polyp or the root of a tree, doing 
nothing more than absorbing the nutritive elements of water, earth and air. 
Here is the main reason why has been given to man all sorts of incentives 
to diversify   action; first of the body and after the soul, being the last of 
prime importance. 

As for the other reason, any thinker will discover it. Imagine the 
Earth as an entirely uniform sphere. On its surface there would be only 
streams, lakes and seas, some like the others; there are no mountains. With 
the exception of the ram, there would be no other animal; apart from the 
hen, there would be no other bird; the same species of fish everywhere. From 
the soil would grow a single quality of grass for food of the ram; only a kind 
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of cereal for the nourishment of man and chicken; only a quality of fruit 
tree, a quality of tree for construction of rustic huts; a single quality of 
stone, of metal for making homemade  instruments.  Ask yourself to which 
extent the human development of ideas, notions, and fantasies would reach 
on a planet like this. 

It will not be necessary to expose yourself to the framework of 
reasoning and intellect to evolution; I call only your attention to the state 
of psycho-spiritual education of the creatures of such a planet, inhabiting 
areas devoid of mountains, covered here and there with grass and common 
shrubs, on the edge of monotonous streams and swampy lakes. 

You know such areas. What is the spiritual culture of its 
inhabitants? Most of them are savages because of the lack of the soul they 
cannot reach the expansion of their concepts, ideas and fantasy so fertile for 
the formation of reason and intellect. 

Observe those who have endowed their territory with all sorts of 
comforting varieties, and you will see that they are intelligent, even though 
not in the sphere of the inner life of soul and spirit; however, that of the 
external intellect, reason and fantasy indispensable if man wants to enter 
into the formation of the spiritual life. If you want to climb a mountain 
because of the panorama it is necessary that there be one, and in that case 
you can not satisfy yourself with half the climb, but you must strive to 
reach the highest peak. 

Likewise, creatures of intelligence and fantasy should not be satisfied 
at this evolutionary point, but look for the total culminations. You 
understand well the meaning of My words, and with them, the second 
reason why God has endowed this Earth with such enormous variability of 
things, beings and phenomena, of which you do not yet know even the first 
line of Alpha, despite your Alexandrina education.” 
 
 

(The Great Gospel of John – X – 18-20) 
 
 

                                                            
 

*** 
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EXPLANATION TEXTS OF THE SACRED SCRIPTURE 
 

(Revelation given by the Lord to the prophet Jakob Lorber) 

 
Chapter 20 

 

"And seeing that they were weary to row, 
because the wind was against them, near the fourth watch of the 

night he came to them walking on the sea,  
and he wanted to pass on to them. " 

  (Mark 6:48) 
 

Long verses need a short explanation because they already contain 
the explanation. 

Short chapters need more explanation because their light is more 
concentrated and must be released. Being so, I will give you a brief 
explanation. 

The lake represents the world. The contrary winds are its demands 
against which a good navigator has to fight until the fourth and final vigil, 
that is, his whole life, for by 'night' one understands the material life in 
this world. 

Why is the Lord not on the ship? Because it is not in the world; for 
the ship means men within the world, where He is not due to their freedom. 

However, He continues walking on the waves and waves of the world 
as if they were firm land. He does not care about the sailors, and when he 
finds some, He passes by for not disturb him in his freedom. 

Finding a ship with His disciples, that is, people who recognize Him 
and call Him, He draws near, even though He would also have passed by. 
The ship carries His disciples, that is: inside the creature there is a heart 
that loves the Lord, believes in Him and calls Him. 

At first the heart is terrified and takes Him for a ghost, I mean: a 
creature full of misconceptions about My person finds it impossible for Me 
to approach the world and even take his ship. 

But not giving up on his love, I get close to the ship and make myself 
known. Hearing My voice, I say to him: Do not be afraid. It is I, your 
Master, Lord, God and Father!  - Then the fear of the ghost will pass and I 
am gladly received on his ship." Here is the explanation of this text. 

It’s just missing to respond: How should the ship that carries  My 
disciples be organized? Perhaps it is a steamship, a ship of the line, a ship 
laden with cannons, a frigate, a richly loaded commercial ship? No way! 
All these ships do not take My disciples and I deviate from them so much 
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that they do not even see Me as a ghost. Who would want to approach ships 
loaded with cannons? Death is its protection that has nothing to fear. But if 
death prowls a ship, life passes by. 

What should the ship carrying My disciples look like? Very simple. 
It is a raft of several strong beams tied together and at the same level as 
water, where the navigators are a little distance from the surface. It has no 
sails so as not to be dominated by the winds, having only strong oars on 
each side to be steered unscathed by the winds of the world. 

Finding such a humble boat, I recognize it as My disciples, I 
approach Me and I go up. It does not move abruptly, it has no sails or 
propulsion wheels, but only oars, and so I can reach it because of its small 
height, being able to overcome the obstacles without great effort. 

I am not a friend of great efforts; what cannot be achieved with great 
ease I let it pass at will. You will understand this easily, for each one has 
his free will never restrained by Me. If therefore I find a ship that is low 
and comfortably embarkable and the creatures recognize Me, I embark even 
if I wanted to pass by. Once on the boat, the day is made immediately and 
you can easily see the other shore - and I, Master expert, will not lose it. 

Therefore, you also went up on such a small ship – the simpler, the 
better - and I too will approach it and go up. Amen. 

 
 

 

*** 
 
 

DUALITY AND CONSCIOUSNESS 

 

From the earliest times man began to reduce writing his 
thoughts or ordinances, using cuneiform writing on tablets made of 
clay.  The need to express himself such way has remained to this 
day. 

Despite the wars and destructions, papyrus, books and 
documents without account were accumulated over the centuries by 
the civilizations that populated the Earth. Some have lasted up to 
now. 

And in them we can see expressed the duality that is part of 
the Universe and common to all. That is, everything has its opposite. 

There is absolute Light and total darkness; love and hate; good 
and evil in the most diverse expressions and nuances like generosity 
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and evil, gift and theft. There is abundance and precariousness, 
sincerity and hypocrisy, truth and falsehood, the high and the low, 
health and infirmity. They are the opposite faces of a single coin. 

Ever since, some have exalted  the noblest moral and ethical 
principles, while others have spent their lives propagating evil, 
instigating the revolt with intrigues that have culminated in wars 
and the loss of innocent human lives in a savage way.  

The awareness of this duality is important when the divine 
spark that exists in each of us, at a certain point in our lives forces us 
to decide which path we should take. 

What do we choose? 
Jesus, the unconditional Love, in a conscious decision decided 

to offer himself to the Father to come to the World, to reduce himself 
to the insignificance and limitations of human life to free the souls 
that were trapped in darkness, reconciling them with the High, 
bringing light to men, illuminating their ignorant hearts, teaching 
them the true way, the truth and the life. 

 It's up to us take the same option in relation to the destiny 
that we desire for our souls. 

But to do it consciously we must seek the truth and the light, 
instead of wasting our years living in a comfortable apathy when we 
should act as if every day were the last of our lives. 

God has empowered us in a variety of ways, in a 
complementarity so that we may live in dependence on one another. 

No one is superior to anyone as far as the Father is concerned. 
We are all His children. But if it’s true that the more we have the 
more it will be demanded, let us realize that our decisions must be 
pondered and inspired by the Love of God and His son Jesus Christ. 

For as in the duality of the Cosmos there is also All and 
nothingness, let us try to get closer to the source of All, where 
duality tends to diminish as we approach more and more to the Full 
Light as there is no place for darkness. 

On the contrary, if our lives are consumed in the delight of 
ecstasy of how blessed we are, but we do not make use of the 
blessings received daily by sharing with our neighbour and acting 
with all the love that exists in us, will serve us nothing, for we shall 
be as lazy and indolent children who ashamed their father. 

The existing writings and teachings, giving us guidance  how 
we should act, are hymns of wisdom, such as the Holy Bible, John's 
Great Gospel, revealed to the prophet Jakob Lorber,  among many 
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others who did wrote teachings and revelations received from the 
High through of the inner voice. Hence, the importance of reading 
and analyzing everything, retaining the good and what suits us. 

But there is an incomparable example - Jesus Christ, the Prince 
of Heaven, to whom God the Father gave the Earth as possession; 
for our planet being insignificant in the cosmos, it’s of great value 
for it was in this place that the Almighty decided that the souls here 
arrived could obtain the divine sonship.  

Let us be worthy of this privilege and accept this gift, aware 
that it’s the wisest choice we can make. 

Having the consciousness that the just and right way is in the 
Light, in all that is good and manifests itself with actions of kindness 
and love. 

It was for the salvation and purification of our souls that Jesus 
Christ allowed himself to be immolated for us, opening us the doors 
of reconciliation and access to the eternal life. 

God helps us, but He also expects us to do our part, because 
he who loses FAITH loses everything. 

Let us live, keeping us firm in the promises of Jesus. For the 
difference of our lives is living with love daily and seek the true 
“feel complete in being with God."  

Let us believe in the power of prayer, in the communion of the 
Holy Spirit and in the pure and unconditional  love of God. 

Let us not expect to have money in abundance to contribute, 
for it is sufficient that we be attentive, to perceive the needs from 
others, even though they are unknown to us. 

And so we will be part of all the good work, which is not ours, 
but belongs to God 

 
 
 

Sis. Manuela Diniz 

 

                                                          
 

 

*** 
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THE AWAKENING OF A NEW DAY 
(Prophetic Diary) 
_________________ 

 

PROPHETIC DIARY 
 

- First Part - 
 

(From 19/01/2008 - to - 30/03/2009) 

____________ 
 

Summary of revelations given by the Lord 

(July 2, 2008) 

 

 Thus, says the Lord: 
"Remember the day of ecstasy of My servants in ancient times 

(Enoch / Genesis 5:24 and Elijah / II Kings 2:11), and contemplate the 
thousands of children who are with Me in My abode, for they are 
numerous. 

To My prophet, I allow to enter this place and walk on My 
different ground, and see a little of the place that is reserved for you. 
Many are the blessed who move in My abode. From afar I allow you 
to look upon My glory and I say: I am the Omega and the Alpha, for 
the old Earth will pass and a new Earth will arise. It will be a new 
beginning. 

Everything you saw here is everything that was, and 
everything will have its place. 

When I lift up My temple, 'The New Jerusalem' that descends 
from Heaven, it will come to this Earth, and each body will take its 
place on what you saw moving. 

This place is the Kingdom of Heaven from the body of My 
Light. Go and speak to My church. 

I gave into the hand of the man all that was pleasant for live 
in. I gave him wisdom for the good of their houses, but they wanted 
to touch with their heads and their hands on the roof of the world; 
they wanted, with their intelligence, to pass beyond the surface of 
their dwelling land. This Earth I gave to them as house and hoped 
that they were happy in it. The great tower of old times (tower of 
Babel) they want to erect again, but I will not allow it. In the first 
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tower, I confused their languages; in this second tower I will 
destroy the Earth, and I will make a single language. 

Because they wanted to rise above the Heavens, as did their 
mentor (Lucifer), as well as him, they began to destroy the 
foundation of their houses, and finally they took off the roof and 
they had no way and no shelter, because they did not hear Me. 

In this century they wander in a world of doom, because they 
have broken My Established Order.  

But My children always seek for Me: they look to the 
Heavens, not to enter into it with machines, but by My Spirit, and 
so I say to them: You searched for Me, and I allowed you to find Me.  

You do not know the revelations still kept beneath the Earth, 
but you know that I went down there, before rising from the dead.  

You do not know the revelations about Earth, which are still 
hidden. I walked upon the Earth, and gave unto men My doctrine; 
but I continue to walk on it in another way, by My Spirit, clarifying 
My Word, but men do not want to hear it.  

You do not know about the revelations above the heavens, 
because the time has not yet come, but for a little while, I will 
reveal to you all this, so My revelations may be fulfilled.  

Know that I have ascended into Heaven, and I am with the 
Father at His right hand. 

I will speak at the right time, and you will write what the 
world does not know. Neither one who thinks himself wiser.  

On that day you will moisten the thirteenth paper in the river, 
and write about the temperature of the fire.  

You will soon be visited by My angel who is the architect of 
My works, and he already has the document authorized for the 
many constructions, because all My written words will have their 
exact and punctual fulfilment.  

The first document that My angel gives you, has the order - 
ready to advance.  

The second document that gives you My angel, has the order - 
Compensation of the Earth. 

The third document that My angel gives you, has the order - 
Compensation in Heaven.  

Each document corresponds to a time of My times, and soon 
your blessing will be of double portion.  

Humanity is eating at the same table of the Earth, but eat 
differently. Many eagerly eat the pleasures and lusts of the world, 
living only for matter and their instincts. Others eat according to 
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My diet. I'm starting to separate the tables; the tables of My diners 
are rising, dropping their support legs on Earth. My people who go 
up will not notice, when they are near Me, enjoying My blessedness, 
because they have always eaten My healthy food.  

The others will soon be without light to see their dirty food, 
and soon will be the withdrawn of the dishes and the food. 
Darkness will be great, and plague accompanies greatness. When 
the light comes again, it will be seen the great damage on the whole 
Earth.  

The man is tired of attacking above, in his bloody wars for the 
power of the world, for much destruction has made in the air. 

The man of instincts and sin is undermining the Earth with his 
mills, and is stirring up a "wasp net"- He wants to attack from 
below as the ancient Enochites who broke the fountains of the 
abysm, as it once did in the distant Flood. Today the damage will 
be great, but it will not be Me bringing the punishment, for it will be 
the man doing it with his own hands. 

But be still, everything is controlled by Me; I am the ladder of 
balance. 

The man invented many games to fuel his intelligence. I give 
you the pieces that are My revelations, and I indicate the places of 
its position in the great chess of the world. When all the pieces are 
placed in their proper place, since everything has already been 
revealed, you see that there are still two pieces missing, which are 
fundamental. In your game, you call them kings, but in my "chess", 
only one is the King. I will put the white King in the great chess of 
the world; the black king, let be the other one to place him. 

Soon you will see clearly the rise of the antichrist's power, but 
the appearance of My Glory will kill the wicked, leading him to the 
place of fire and sulphur. 

As you await My return, occupy the light-house of witness for 
a little while, while I go to My port. 

Be attentive, because it will pass four boats of My time. 
-The first boat is small and comes to heal My prophets. 
-The second boat comes to heal My church. 
- The third boat of the Time is different and brings with it My 

Light, because it comes to illuminate the book of My Revelations. 
You think the delay of the fourth boat is long. But I tell you, 

do not be anxious. Know how to wait. If you observe, in the 
distance the fourth boat of time approaches and stops, keeping its 
light on. 
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To your question: Why did the boat stop? I answer: Remember 
the first boat. Have faith and do not be anxious. My angel from the 
fourth boat will come in a little time, to lay the foundations. 

In My port are anchored the first three boats. The place to 
anchor the fourth boat is already ready, waiting for the Day of the 
Lord. 
 

Summary of revelations given by the Lord 

(July 9, 2008) 

 

Thus, says the Lord: 
"Hang your garments so that My natural Sun dries them after 

the cleansing of their dirt, for I have long waited for your return to 
Me, as the father expects the return of his lost son (Luke 15: 11-32). 

But the time has come when My Sun, not the natural one, but 
that one which comes from High, will no longer dry your garments; 
for when you take them again to dress, to defile them again, they 
are dissolved in your hands; the time has come of your nakedness. 

Your destroyed garments are eroding the Earth, and only My 
wrath will cleanse it. 

All that is corrosive matter corrodes matter. 
Everything that is matter touches the ground. 
Anything that touches the ground can erode lives. 
It is time for the great division. 
Soon this Earth will be different. From the sky is descending 

the tree that I took, but that already was in this Earth. It is My Tree 
of Life, and beside it is My book - the Book of My Great and New 
Revelation. 

You are joining My written sheets. You put stamps on the 
silver sheets, because the Way of My salvation is not new, and that 
stamp can be read by all. 

You have been given direction to the PATH, I have also shown 
you the great TRUTH, but few have chosen LIFE; for it is in LIFE 
that I am in fullness. If you have My Life, you will know My Way 
and you will have My Truth. 

Now the books are already standing, point to them your 
lights, for day by day you will gather the written pages. You will 
write them in My school, and you will have to go through the four 
classrooms of My times. 

In the first class you do not have to enter, for it does not 
correspond to your knowledge of My Word. This room is destined 
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for the unbelieving world, and this class I do not examine, for I have 
reproved it wholly. 

But you will have to attend My other three classrooms, for it 
will be in them that your faith will be strengthened, and I will 
briefly examine your knowledge and I desire to approve you as My 
faithful, obedient and wise children. 

I want you to be wise in My letters, not in the letters of the 
world. 

The men shredded their bodies and saw its way of function. 
They stopped at last in the difficult organ - his brain. But to you 
who know and have the mind of Christ (I Corinthians 2:16), I tell 
you: This your brain only serves for a certain time, the time of the 
Earth. 

But I, I will also use your brains for a certain time and you 
will do the book which is three books. Then I will lift up these three 
books to bless them, and I will cast them upon the Earth, and there 
shall be a great noise. After the crash, My cloud will envelop 
everything, and you will see New Heaven and New Earth, for 
everything will be new. 

 

Summary of revelations given by the Lord 

(July 16, 2008) 
 

Thus, says the Lord: 
"Many are the rulers, and all are busy, commanding their 

people to obey. They feel the contrary winds of My annoyance 
already. They try to be together and agree, but there are many 
dialects, riches and beliefs, so they forged the table with several 
sides. On one side are the great and powerful, on the other side are 
the others, who are also great but less fortunate in wealth. At the 
table are not the others: the less fortunate and the poor.  

These great ones, they want to stop warring and I also want 
that; but they do not reach the desired agreement, for two forces 
oppose to each other.  

I will listen to one of their meetings, and send My angel from 
Heaven to stand next to the ruler who still perceives My speech and 
desires concord.  

But someone rises from the abysm of hell and stands next to 
the ruler who perceives his political and diabolical language.  

They agree and say: The wars are over!  
You will see what will happen. Wait for the other meeting.  
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In due time they have the second meeting, and the discord is 
great; because they like war, and many take up arms again.  

What you saw the first time was what was good. The second 
time, you will see the biggest confusion in the world. See what will 
happen the third occasion, in the third time.  

My black cloud of thick darkness gradually covers the Earth, 
and wherever it passes, it sweeps, cleans and purifies everything. 
But in some places on Earth, I am preserving a place for My elect; 
the cloud passes by, but it does no harm.  

This is to start to prepare that which is Mine, and to separate 
that which belongs to Me, for the end is coming.  

Man has caused great 'volcanoes' of destruction, but I have 
burst the mountains of his volcanoes and buried them deep in the 
abysm and there will no longer be "volcanoes" caused by the evil of 
man.  

Whatever he was capable of doing, he was putting in activity. 
I took his activity. It is I who now set My activity. When you see 
that the "volcanoes" are gone, it is when you will see Me descend.  

I want you to know that there are many children who are of 
the "volcanoes", and they are spread mainly in three parts of the 
world.  

When this work with My revelations is complete, you are 
authorized to release the book. It will pass through the three 
reviewers of My time (*). The third reviewer will put My seal on the 
book.  

I will preserve a people from the Earth for Me; and My great 
compass is already descending from the Heavens, to make the 
protective circle. This circle is for the children of the Lord, and no 
one can enter it.  

The last harvest of the Earth is coming, and men reap 
carefully, for they know that the Earth will produce nothing more.  

My Sun is melting My ice, which for times I kept in its 
stillness. Many will faint with terror at the flood of the seas, for in 
their wisdom the event would not be so early. Continents will be 
devastated, and I will push men till I take the ground away from 
them.  

But one part of the Earth is dry; she will drink the waters and 
she will have no damage, she will drink the water, and I will not 
harm her. 

I will bring in the great sea which is the world, the rivers 
which are Mine, and these rivers shall not be contaminated with its 
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salt, because they are independent and don´t mix with the waters of 
the sea. 

My rivers go right to the glaciers of the trapped spirits, and 
like the frozen ice, they will warm the waters and kill all the fish of 
the sea of the world. 

Now the waters of the sea, the rivers and the glaciers are a 
single water.  

The Earth is being watched by him who has only one eye half 
open (Satan, who does not know the things that are of God, but 
only those that are of man – (Matthew 16:23). His half-open eye is 
evil, and when he looks at a place, darkness and suffering arise 
immediately.  

But there is another complete Eye and this belongs to Me; and 
with it, I see everything, allowing for a little time his half eye to 
still see. Soon, I will blind the half-eye of My adversary, so that he 
will no longer deceive men, and then My eyes will be the ones to 
observe the Earth that I have created. I will cleanse it of all the 
malicious work caused by the half-eye of Satan, because he is no 
longer among men.  

I say to those who know Me without really knowing Me, that 
hear Me without really hearing Me, and that say they are also My 
church:  

“My servants never need the knowledge of your doctrine 
(teaching / revelations of the adversary), because you do not know 
what they know that is from the High. For you only know what is 
from below, because you are not given knowledge of the Kingdom of 
Heaven.  

You are the bearers of something that belongs to Me, which is 
the Spirit. Moreover, the choice is yours. Do not grieve on the day of 
judgment, for My Coming has been announced to you.  

The world has blinded you with such illusion that you have 
not heard My Voice, but I know that you have heard the voice of 
perdition.  

The time is late to know Me, but you will know who am I and 
you will bend your knee. (Isaiah 45: 22-23).  

When I will come to get My people, you will want to go up 
with them, but the time is up, because the door has closed. " 

 
(*) Since this work was elaborated in 2011, perhaps the "three 
reviewers of My time", correspond to the years 2012, 2013 and 
2014. Thus, the work has permission of publication from the last 
date. 
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Summary of revelations given by the Lord 

(July 23, 2008) 
 

Thus, says the Lord: 
"Men who study the Divinity with the ancient 

books (theologians) have read My Words according to their 
knowledge of the Earth, and have not understood much. 
But it is time for Me to put My old writing, like a mirror 
facing the water. The reflection is new, because New 
Revelations arise from that which is old. 

Now that you have been able to see with your new 
eyes, I put a completed work in My river (The Holy Bible, 
Revelations given to the prophet Jakob Lorber and other servants 
of God, which are already known to all), and upon it lands the 
white dove of My Holy Spirit. 

I also put upon the waters of My river many new 
stuff (The New Revelations), which you must handle. I 
will also place upon these materials and new work, the 
white dove of My Holy Spirit. 

I have already placed My four strings on the 
instrument, with which I will play My music (the Lord 
showed, in vision, a cello); only the lid of the resonance 
box is missing because everything is ready. The time, I 
have already determined, it will be four strings (*) of My 
instrument, but the sound the man still does not hear. 
Only My servants saw the instrument that will play the 
praise on the Day established that will come. 

You have My pure crystal vessel, where you put My 
gifts, drop by drop. When they fall into the vessel, the 
drops multiply and become coloured, for new things are 
transmitted to you by Me and you are dazzled. Soon 
many will be able to read what you are seeing and 
hearing, for what you are doing, you know that comes 
from My Fist. 

You, My servant, say that My book has four corners, 
like My four times. This book will go to the four corners 
of the world. This book will go to fight against the wicked 
book. 

The book you are doing will bring down the wicked 
book, because that is how it will be. 

My work is bound up with you. Go not out of your 
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place, for I will give you wisdom. Four seasons will pass 
and you will complete it. 

You have seen My light, you will continue to see it 
even more. You will even see a greater light in this work. 

Continue to write what I will still do to transform 
this Earth. 

My animals are suffering, by the wickedness of the 
man who has altered My order of time. He changed the 
seasons and many new insects have come up and are 
sucking blood with the lives of My animals. The man will 
suffer! 

Enter the room of the world's pictures; remember 
the first quarter of the last century, and look at the photos 
of the memory. You see the dictator with his sign (in the 
vision the Lord showed Hitler with his characteristic 
moustache), and the moments of glory of the wickedness, 
and the suffering of the small and usurped ones. 

It was Satan's penultimate great attempt to reign in 
all the Earth; but I did not allow. In the room of the 
pictures of the world is already half a statue of the one 
that you still do not identify. 

I will explain to you about the images 
(photographs) and the bust; I will explain to you theirs 
meaning. 

The images have already been part of the 
destruction of the world. 

This bust is already there, but I will destroy it with 
the sword of My Word, and My angel will cut through the 
middle of the bust. 

The crowd will soon gather around the man. 
I tell you: Be careful because there is in your midst 

(of humanity) someone who is doing damage and will do 
worse. 

Men are surrounded by fire; they can only leave the 
siege, becoming humble before Me, and seeking My Mercy 
and My Love. Many will understand My call facing the 
fire of trouble and pain, and they will seek Me and find 
Me. 

But those who try to get out of the fire, seeking Me 
in hypocrisy, I will destroy them. 

The time of My watch is coming; many will look at 
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the pointers, others, overloaded, will not even look and 
will be surprised. 

The time has come to set up My hospital; many will 
take refuge in it and will be healed; others think that they 
are not sick. 

The time is coming for My true temple, which gives 
shelter to My faithful church, without appearance or 
house; many will join this congregation of elect, others 
will find it ridiculous. 

The time is coming when the place where was My 
temple without a house will disappear; for the 
congregation will go up with Me, and they will rejoice in 
bliss (I Thessalonians 4: 15-17). When others come, it will 
be late and they will not know the place. 

In the place of My faithful church will stand the 
shelf of witness and remembrance. Then the man will look 
at the spines of My four books, which are the salt of the 
testimony: 

'The Hour', for they did not look to Me to set their 
watches of life; 

'The Cure', for they never came to Me to be healed; 
'The Work of My Church', for they have never 

assembled with Me in spirit and in truth; but always 
sought ostentation and vanity. 

'Ecstasy', because the remorse of not hearing Me 
will bring great suffering and repentance to many, and to 
others will bring death by their pride and revolt. 

See what makes the great Babel, for she closes Me in 
her closet, and she gives Me at her pleasure to her 
confreres. But My angel will lay My open book of the New 
Revelations upon the dry Earth, and My Holy Spirit will 
place upon it as a white dove. The dry Earth by My Word 
begins to moisten, and My sheet of pure water will cover 
the whole place.  

My angel tells the priest of Babel to do the same 
with his" communion host," but he is silent. Only I can 
give eternal life, not the ornament and the pompous 
ceremonies.  

 
(*) Is the Lord talking about four years after 2011? ("Four strings"). If 
so, we'll see something special starting in 2015. 
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Summary of revelations given by the Lord 
(July 30, 2008) 

 
Thus, says the Lord: 
"Today I will take My servant (prophet) to the separation of 

the planet, to observe well the Earth in which you live. 
My servant watches the rotation of the globe of your abode. I 

will put him back on the Earth, and he sees everything as he had 
left, and the men in their unbridled rush, unaware of My time so 
near. 

I say to My servant: I will take you Up again; look again at 
the planet and you will see that its rotation has stopped. 

Look carefully at what you observe from this high place where 
you are and see: all the activity of the world has stopped. 

When you return to the Earth, there will be no more nations, 
but one nation. As I said: There will be one flock and one Shepherd. 

My Order, broken by the sin of men, has been restored, and 
peace and My Tree of Life have returned to Earth. 

When, before, I broke your planet in two, separating My part, 
you saw the anguish of many, when they failed to see those with 
whom they had deprived, for I had taken them to Me.” 

 
 
 

 
To be continued 

 

 

*** 
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Read the Bible and The Great Gospel of John   

“The Complete Light” 
 

“Howbeit when he, the Spirit of truth, is come, he will guide you 
into all truth: for he shall not speak of himself; but whatsoever he 
shall hear, that shall he speak: and he will shew you things to 
come.” (Gospel of John 16:13) 
 “The reason why I am now giving a full light in this matter is so 
that in the end no one may be able to excuse himself as if since My 
bodily presence on Earth I had bothered neither about the purity 
and completeness of My teaching nor the people who accepted it. 
When I shall come again to Earth I shall undertake a thorough 
sifting and not accept anyone who will come to Me with whatever 
excuses, for everyone who seeks in all earnest can and must find 
what he seeks. However, the sick sheep and asses feeding at the crib 
shall be administered medicine after which they are sure to become 
greedy for the feed from the Heavens, but then they will as 
convalescents be fed homeopathically for a long time. But now 
once more to the Gospel.”  
(The Great Gospel of John – volume I – 91:19-20) 
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